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$G=\{$ $(-\overline{v}u$ $\frac{v}{u})$ ; $|u|^{2}+|v|^{2}=1$ $u,v\in \mathbb{C}$
$Lie$ $\mathfrak{g}=su(2)$
$;a,$ $b,$ $c\in \mathbb{R}$$g=\{(-b+\sqrt{-1}c\sqrt{-1}a$ $b+\sqrt{-1}c-\sqrt{-1}a$





$LG^{\mathbb{C}}$ [1] $\overline{LG^{\mathbb{C}}}$ $Lie$ $\overline{Lg^{\mathbb{C}}}$
$\overline{Lg^{\mathbb{C}}}=Lg^{\mathbb{C}}+\mathbb{C}c$ ( $c:$ center)
$X\in g^{\mathbb{C}},t=e^{i\theta}$ $X\otimes$
$S^{1}\ni e^{i\theta} Xe^{ik\theta}\in g^{\mathbb{C}}$
Typeset by $\mathcal{A}_{\mathcal{M}^{S\cdot I}E^{K}}$
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$X\otimes t^{n}\in$ c
$Lg^{C}$ $g^{\mathbb{C}}\otimes \mathbb{C}[t,$ $]$ $c\infty$ –topology
$’\alpha\vee\supset$ $Lg^{\mathbb{C}}$
$\{X\otimes t^{k};X\in g^{\mathbb{C}},$ $k\in \mathbb{Z}\}$
c




$\overline{L\mathfrak{h}^{\mathbb{C}}}=\{\sum_{k\geq 1}x_{k}A_{k}+\sum_{k\geq 1}ykA_{\text{ }}^{*}+\lambda c;\{x_{k}\}$ , { .C $\lambda\in \mathbb{C}$ }











$\mathfrak{h}=\{(\begin{array}{lllll} \end{array})$ ; $\{a_{k}\}$ , { $\mathbb{R}$ $r\in \mathbb{R}$ }
$[X, Y]=$ XY $-$ YX
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$\tilde{L\mathfrak{h}}$
$[ \sum_{k\geq 1}(\sqrt{-1}ak+\text{ _{}k})A_{k}+\sum_{k\geq 1}(\sqrt{-1}a_{k}-$
$k)A_{k}^{*}+\lambda c$ ,
$\sum_{k\geq 1}a^{\iota_{k}}$
$=2 \sum_{k\geq 1}(2k-1)((\sqrt{-1}a_{k}+b_{k})(\sqrt{-1}a^{\iota_{k}}-b_{k}’)-(\sqrt{-1}a^{\iota_{k}}+\text{ _{}k}’)(\sqrt{-1}a_{k}-b_{k}))$
$\overline{L\mathfrak{h}}\cong \mathfrak{h}$






$\mathfrak{n}^{\mathbb{C}}=\{\sum_{k\geq 1}xkA_{k;}\{x_{k}\}\mathbb{C}$ {$i\Xi,\not\in\grave$ }, $\xi=\sqrt{-1}$
$\mathfrak{n}^{\mathbb{C}}\cong\overline{L\mathfrak{h}}/\xi$
$\sum x_{k}A_{k}\sum x_{k}A_{k}+\sum-x$ $A_{k}^{*}+\xi$
$k\geq 1$ $\geq 1$ $k\geq 1$
$\mathfrak{n}^{\mathbb{C}}\ni X=\sum_{k\geq 1^{X}}k$ X $\Vert X\Vert$
$\Vert X\Vert^{2}=\sum_{\text{ }\geq 1}|x_{k}|^{2}$
$E_{c}=\mathfrak{n}^{\mathbb{C}}$ $\mathbb{H}$







[3] $\overline{LH^{\mathbb{C}}}$ $L^{2}(E_{c}^{*}, \nu_{\sigma})$
$L^{2}(E_{c}^{*},\nu_{\sigma})\ni F$
$\overline{LH}\ni g=\exp(0$




$z=(z_{1}, z_{2}, \cdots),a=(a_{1}, a_{2}, \cdots),b=(b_{1}, b_{2}, \cdots)$ ,
$\gamma=(\gamma_{1},\gamma_{2}, \cdots)$ , $\gamma$ $=\sqrt{-1}a_{k}+b$
$\overline{L\mathfrak{h}}\supset\overline{L\mathfrak{h}}_{n}$
$\overline{L\mathfrak{h}}_{n}=\{kk\sqrt{-1}\mathbb{R}\}$







$\text{ ^{}-}l^{\backslash }h\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}arrow XJ$
$\grave$
’ $\llcorner\grave\grave$ $\circ$ 3- [2] ‘ $Y_{n}\in\overline{L\mathfrak{h}}_{n}$ $\grave$
$K_{n_{t}Y_{n}}(w’,w, T)=e^{\sigma(-\frac{1}{2}||w||^{2}+w’(\frac{t_{\overline{w}}}{2}+\frac{t_{\overline{\gamma}T}}{2})\gamma T(\frac{t_{\overline{w}}}{2}+\frac{t_{\overline{\gamma}T}}{4})-\sqrt{-1}cT)}+$
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$\tilde{K}_{n,Y_{n}}$ $(w^{\iota}$ , , T$)$ $=K_{n,Y_{n}}(w’,$ $w,$ $T)e^{\sigma\frac{1}{2}||w||^{2}}$
$=e^{\sigma(w(\frac{t_{\overline{w}}}{2}+^{t})+\gamma T(\frac{t_{\overline{w}}}{2}+)-\sqrt{-1}cT)}-\overline{1}-{}^{t}\overline{z}$
$\tilde{K}$
$F \in L^{2}(\mathbb{C}^{n}, \frac{\sigma^{n}}{(2\pi)^{n}}e^{-}$
$|$
$|2)$ l\v{c} $F\in L_{n}^{2}(E_{c}^{*}, \nu_{\sigma})$ $F$
Ec$*$ $L_{n}^{2}(E:, \nu_{\sigma})\in L^{2}(E_{\text{ }}^{*}, \nu_{\sigma})$ $n$
$(F(w_{1},w_{2}, \cdots,w_{n})=F(w_{1},w_{2}, \cdots,w_{n}, \cdots))$
$K_{Y}(\zeta^{l}, z, T)=e^{\sigma(\zeta’(\frac{\ell_{\overline{w}}}{2}+^{t})\gamma T(\frac{t_{\overline{w}}}{2}+)-\sqrt{-1}cT)}-\overline{2I}+-\overline{4}{}^{t}z$
$z\in E_{c}^{*},$ $\zeta’$ $\in$ Ec,n $\subset$ E




$=e^{\sigma(-\sqrt{-1}rT-\frac{1}{4}\Sigma_{k\geq 1}^{n}(2\text{ }-1)|\gamma|^{2}T^{2}+\frac{1}{2}\Sigma_{k\geq 1}(2k-1)(b_{k}-\sqrt{-1}a_{k})z_{k}T)}kF(z-T\gamma)$

















$(E_{\text{ }}^{*}, \nu_{\sigma})arrow(E_{\text{ }}^{*}, \nu_{\sigma})$
$dU_{\sigma}\downarrow$ $\downarrow\pi_{\sigma}$





$\sum_{k\in Z}A_{k,1}U^{k}\frac{1}{2}(e^{\Sigma_{k\geq 1}2u^{k}z_{k}}e^{-\Sigma_{k\geq 1}\frac{2}{k}u^{-k}\frac{\partial}{\delta zk}}-1)$
2
$\sum_{\text{ }\in \mathbb{Z}}A$ ,1
$U^{k}+c e^{\Sigma_{k\geq 1}2u}$ $z$ $e^{-\Sigma_{k\geq 1}\frac{2}{k}u^{-k}\frac{\partial}{\delta zk}}$
\S 2 $(\sigma=2)$
$($ $Y,$ $Y_{n}$ \S 2 $)$
$\lim_{narrow\infty}e^{\Sigma_{k=1}^{n}1\gamma|^{2}T^{2}}k\int_{E_{c}}$. $d\nu_{\sigma}(z)\tilde{K}_{Y_{n}}(\zeta’,$ $z,$ $T)F(z)$
’
$=e^{2(-\sqrt{-1}rT-\frac{1}{4}\Sigma_{k\geq 1}^{n}(2\text{ }-1)+\frac{1}{2}\Sigma_{k\geq 1}^{\mathfrak{n}}(2\text{ }-l)(b_{k}-\sqrt{-l}a_{k})z_{k}T)}F(z-T\gamma)$
3
\S 2 $[$4$]$ $A$
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